This paper adds to the literature on competitive balance in college sports by comparing men's and women's NCAA basketball. Using data from the Division I National Championships, we find evidence consistent with the idea that women's college basketball is less competitively balanced than men's college basketball. We argue that this difference may be explained by a theory of player ability borrowed from evolutionary biology first promulgated by paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould and subsequently utilized in Berri (2004) . An implication of this idea is that competitive balance in women's NCCA basketball will naturally improve over time. This is good news for those who are concerned with the long term success of the sport to the extent that competitive balance in women's college basketball impacts fan demand. Nevertheless, we discuss why there may be reason to believe that women's college basketball may not reach the same level of balance as men's college basketball.
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Introduction
Over the 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 seasons the University of Connecticut (UConn) women's basketball team went 78-0 and captured two National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) national championships. The UConn Huskies exhibited an unprecedented level of dominance, winning every game but one by at least 10 points with an average margin of victory of more than 30 points.
1 Predictably, UConn"s success generated much discussion regarding the team"s place in the pantheon of team sports. However, their dominance also spawned debate regarding its impact on the health of women's college basketball. Some believed the attention generated by UConn"s streak attracted more fans to women's college basketball. Others argued that fan interest waned as UConn"s run greatly diminished the drama associated with the chase for a national championship. Attendance data provides limited insight. During the 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 seasons, per game attendance fell by 1.7 and 1.6 percent respectively, suggesting
UConn"s reign may have adversely affected interest in the game. Of course such a conclusion may be undermined, at least to some extent, by the fact that these two seasons still registered the third and fourth highest per game attendance averages since the inception of the women"s NCAA tournament in 1982.
The underlying issue in this debate is one of the most fundamental topics in sports -the relationship between relative quality and fan demand. Do fans prefer teams to be evenly matched or do they prefer team dynasties? Indeed, the very first paper in modern sports economics, Simon Rottenberg"s seminal paper on baseball labor markets, notes early in its introduction that spectator sport is a unique industry in that "competitors must be of 1 By comparison, during their 88 game win streak in the early 1970s the UCLA Bruins men's basketball teams had 16 games decided by less than 10 points and their average margin of victory was 23 points. Scores from each game in UCLA"s and UConn"s streaks were retreived from http://www.ncaa.com/news/basketball-women /2010 / -12-20/ucla-uconn-road-88-wins on May 20, 2011 2 approximately equal "size" if any are to be successful." (Rottenberg, 1956, pg. 242) This notion was echoed a decade later by Walter Neale who stated that "the economics of professional sports is that receipts depend upon competition among… the teams. "Oh Lord, make us good, but not that good," must be their prayer." (Neale, 1964, pg. 2) From these early origins, the study of competitive balance in sports has been of considerable interest to researchers in the field of sports economics.
Numerous authors provide excellent overviews of both the existing literature and the important issues in competitive balance including Sanderson and Siegfried (2003), Zimbalist (2002) , and Fort and Maxcy (2003) . In general, studies of competitive balance can be categorized into three basic types: 1. methods for calculating competitive balance; 2. studies of the effect of competitive balance on attendance and revenues; and 3. the effect of league rules or other factors on competitive balance. It is primarily within this final group in which this paper finds its place.
Most studies of the determinants of competitive balance have focused on league organization including factors such as free agency, revenue sharing, salary caps and floors, reverse order drafts, unbalanced scheduling, and other league rules. Furthermore, the existing literature has focused predominantly on professional sports with only a handful of studies examining competitive balance in college athletics. 2 Consequently, there remains much to be learned about competitive balance at the collegiate level.
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Until the mid-2000s, the literature on competitive balance in college sports focused solely on college football. Berri (2004) expanded the scope of the literature with a comparison of competitive balance in college football, baseball, and basketball. Berri identified differences in competitive balance across these sports and argued that they can be largely attributed to variation in how the professional ranks impact the pool of players available to colleges. Building on
Stephen Jay Gould"s idea (1986 Gould"s idea ( , 1996 , Berri concludes that "the underlying population of players the sport can employ primarily determines competitive balance" (2004, p. 221) . This process of identifying and explaining trends and patterns in competitive balance in college sports both within a given sport and across multiple sports is important for improving our understanding of its underlying determinants.
Further expanding the scope of the literature on competitive balance in college sports, this paper examines the effects of gender on competitive balance in intercollegiate sports in the United States. Examining the concentration of championships and performance within the NCAA Division I basketball tournament, we find evidence consistent with the idea that women"s college basketball is less competitively balanced than men"s college basketball. Similar to Berri (2004), we draw on Gould"s work (1986 Gould"s work ( , 1996 in developing an explanation for the difference in competitive balance across genders. We argue that competitive balance in men"s college basketball improved naturally over time and that the women"s game should follow a similar pattern. Given the ever increasing popularity of men"s college basketball, this should be welcome news for those concerned with the long term success of women"s college basketball.
However, we also discuss how the absence of a particular accelerant may prevent women"s college basketball from reaching the same level of balance as men"s college basketball.
Measuring Competitive Balance in College Basketball
The NCAA
The NCAA is the largest governing body organizing championships in intercollegiate sports and also serves as a rule-making body for its 1,100 member schools. In both the men"s and women"s basketball tournaments, each conference champion is awarded an automatic bid with the remaining tournament slots being filled by at-large teams chosen by a selection committee based on each team"s perceived quality.
Methodology
As described by Humphreys (2002) there are a wide variety of methods to measure competitive balance in part because at least two distinct types of competitive balance exist.
Intraseason competitive balance refers to the closeness of competition within any particular In the NCAA tournament, however, the overwhelming majority of matchups involve teams from different conferences. Therefore, measuring the performance of teams in the tournament, in part, gets around the problem of stratification of teams into conferences. In addition, since both tournaments follow similar formats, a comparison of results in the men"s and women"s tournaments allows one to draw some conclusions regarding the relative competitive balance in men"s and women"s basketball.
If the talent disparity between a low seed and a high seed is small then the margin of victory should be low and the probability of an upset correspondingly high. Conversely, an unbalanced league should exhibit wider margins of victory between any pair of seeds as well as relatively fewer upsets. Table 1 shows the average margin of victory and the win percentage for teams at each seed for the men"s tournament between 1985 and 2011 and the women"s tournament between 1994 and 2011. As can be seen from the data, first-round games in the women"s tournament are far less balanced than in the men"s tournament. Upsets occur less frequently at nearly every seed in the women"s tournament with the difference being statistically significant in half of the seed pairings in the first round.
Because upsets in earlier rounds cause cascading effects in subsequent rounds, analysis of results in later rounds is problematic; however, the prevalence of upsets can be measured by averaging the values of the remaining seeds at each round. If better seeds win, then the average of the seed numbers at each successive round will remain low while upsets will cause lower ranked seeds to advance, increasing the average of the seed numbers in each round. Table 2 shows the seed averages for the men"s and women"s tournament for each round along with an "idealized" average of seeds which assumes no upsets. Again, the data show that upsets are less likely throughout the entire women"s tournament than in the men"s tournament. Overall, women"s basketball in the NCAA tournament exhibits fewer upsets and more lopsided games suggesting less overall intraseason competitive balance than the men"s tournament.
Interseason competitive balance can be examined by measuring the concentration of NCAA championships. National championships will be concentrated among a low number of teams in a league exhibiting low interseason competitive balance while many different schools will have won national titles in a league with high competitive balance. 3 To measure championship concentration we utilized the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) commonly used to measure industry concentration. We calculated the HHI by squaring each school"s share of the championships, adding these figures together, and multiplying by 10,000. Perfect balance for 3
Focusing only on championships ignores other potential indicators of changes in competitive balance. For instance, Butler University"s back-to-back runner-up finishes in the men"s NCAA Tournament, cited as evidence of increasing parity (Bolch, 2011 and Weiss, 2010) would not be reflected in analysis focused on championship concentration. Nevertheless, championships are a primary focus of team sports and thus the concentration of championships is likely to be one, though certainly not the only, important indicator of competitive balance.
8 this measure would occur if no team won multiple titles. To account for the fact that the "perfect balance" HHI will vary with the number of years under consideration, we focused on the ratio of the actual to the perfect (HHIR). This is quantitatively equivalent to summing the squares of the number of championships won by each school and dividing by the number of seasons under consideration. The lower the HHIR, the more balanced the distribution of championships. The HHIR should allow for straight-forward comparisons across leagues.
Our initial analysis covered the period over which there was both a men"s and women"s NCAA Division I basketball tournament (1982 through 2011) . Tables 3 and 4 list the men"s and women"s champions for these years. These tables provide evidence of greater championship concentration in the women"s game. Nineteen men"s teams won at least one title compared to 14 teams on the women"s side. While no men"s team won more than four titles, both the Tennessee women (8) and Connecticut women (7) surpassed this mark. Table 5 further confirms that championships were more concentrated in women"s college basketball. Over this period, the HHIR was 2.20 in the men"s game and 4.47 in the women"s game. These numbers indicate that the men"s actual HHI was slightly more than twice the "perfect balance" HHI whereas the women"s actual HHI was approximately four and a half times greater than the "perfect balance"
HHI. This evidence of greater championship concentration in women"s college basketball is consistent with the perception that men"s college basketball is more competitively balanced than women"s college basketball.
Further examination of men"s college basketball suggests the game has grown more balanced over time. For the thirty years prior to 1982, the HHIR for men"s Division I basketball was 4.40, twice as high as the more recent thirty year period and nearly identical to the value found for women"s NCAA Division I basketball during its first 30 years of existence. Extending 9 the period back to 1939, the first year of the men"s NCAA tournament, only slightly reduces the HHIR to 3.98. Is there reason to believe that competitive balance in women"s college basketball, as measured by championship concentration, will follow a similar pattern? The answer, perhaps, lies in the underlying determinants of the evolution of competitive balance in men"s college
basketball.
An Explanation for Improvement: Changes in the Distribution of Player Ability
In 1986, renowned paleontologist and baseball aficionado Stephen Jay Gould wrote a paper offering an evolution based explanation for the disappearance of the 0.400 hitter in Major
League Baseball (MLB). Gould argued that the initial distribution of player ability in any sport will be widely dispersed. A small number of naturally gifted athletes will be near the limit of human capability. However, the average player will be much farther to the left in the distribution.
As a sport"s popularity grows and practice and training intensify, more and more players will move closer to the limit of human capability and the distribution of player ability will become more compressed. This process is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 . While the overall quality of talent in a given sport will improve over time, the gap between great and average will diminish (Gould 1986 Gould"s idea on the evolution of the distribution of player ability has implications for competitive balance. As the divide between good and great players diminishes over time, more teams will be able to acquire the highly skilled players necessary to compete at the highest level. Zimbalist credited "the compression of baseball talent" as the "powerful leveling force" (1992, p. 97). Somewhat counterintuitively, the absence of improving balance in the National Basketball Association (NBA) may also be evidence of Gould"s theory at work. Berri et al (2005) argue that because height is an important determinant of ability in professional basketball, the compression of player ability will be limited by the persistence of a relatively "short supply of tall people" (p. 1037).
The evolution of competitive balance may be even more likely in college athletics. With player compensation fixed at the value of a college education, schools with greater revenue potential are unable to lure elite players with higher salaries. Furthermore, scholarship limits prevent schools from hoarding talent. 6 With fewer obstacles, it may be easier for the natural compression of player ability to even out the playing field in college sports relative to professional sports.
Decreasing dispersion of player ability may account for the existing differences in Examining the concentration of NCAA Division II and III basketball championships provides another test. In general, we would expect Division I schools to pick up the players on the right end of the player ability distribution while players in the middle and left end would be picked up by Division II and III schools respectively. 7 As illustrated in Figure 3 , this implies that Division II schools are likely to be selecting from a less widely dispersed talent pool than Division I schools. This is not true of Division III schools. However, the best players in this division are drawn from the middle of the distribution whereas the best players in Division I are drawn from the far right tail of the distribution. In other words, there is a larger supply of top Division III players than top Division I players. Consequently, we may expect greater competitive balance in both Division II and III as compared to Division I. Furthermore, while the quality of play in all divisions is likely to increase as the distribution of player ability compresses towards the biological limit, the impact on competitive balance should be greatest in Division I. Table 6 lists the HHIR for all three NCAA divisions in men"s and women"s basketball.
As expected, Division I was slightly less balanced than Divisions II and III on the men"s side. A similar ordering was observed in the women"s game, though it appears that Division I was far more imbalanced than Division II which in turn was somewhat less balanced than Division III.
Examining changes over time reveals that men"s Division I experienced greater improvement in competitive balance over time than men"s Division II. 8 These observations all conform to predictions derived from Gould"s idea on the evolution of player ability.
This section has laid out an argument that competitive balance will tend to follow a natural progression. When a sport is first taken up, competitive imbalance is to be expected due to a wide dispersion of talent. As a sport"s popularity grows the imbalance will diminish as greater investment in practice and training will compress the distribution of player ability. Based on changes in the HHIR, it appears that men"s NCAA Division I basketball has followed this pattern.
It seems reasonable to expect that women"s NCAA Division I basketball will follow a similar pattern, though there may also be reason to believe that the change will be more limited.
An Accelerant: Professional Basketball
The popularity of the NBA has increased tremendously over time. 
Conclusion
Competitive balance is of great interest among sports economists and has prompted a significant amount of research in the area. Much of this literature has focused on professional sports with particular attention paid to Major League Baseball. This is not surprising given the substantial revenues generated by major professional sports. Yet competitive balance concerns also exist in collegiate athletics and this paper contributes to the limited literature on the topic.
Using several measures of competitive balance we find evidence suggestive of greater balance in men"s Division I college basketball relative to women"s Division I college basketball. Given the relative infancy of women"s college basketball compared to the men"s game, there may be reason to believe that women"s Division I basketball will become more balanced as the distribution of athletic talent compresses over time. However, absent considerable growth in the popularity of women"s professional basketball, competitive balance in women"s Division I basketball may continue to lag that in men"s Division I basketball.
Future empirical work should flesh out the degree of imbalance in college sports. 
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Figure 1: Initial distribution of player ability
Source: Adapted from Gould (1986 Gould ( , 1996 Figure 2: Distribution of player ability after years of growth in the popularity of the sport has generated greater practice and training Source: Adapted from Gould (1986 Gould ( , 1996 High Ability Gould (1986 Gould ( , 1996 Figure 4: Distribution of player ability by NCAA division after years of growth in the popularity of the sport has generated greater practice and training Source: Adapted from Gould (1986 Gould ( , 1996 
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